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Exploring American Histories, Volume 1 2021-09-14 exploring american histories guides you through the nation s
history giving voice to an extraordinary variety of americans while teaching you to work with historical documents
in the same way as professional historians
Exploring American Histories, Volume 2, Value Edition 2016-09-02 exploring american histories opens an
entirely new window into the many histories of the nation s past it integrates an unprecedented number of primary
sources both written and visual in a unique building blocks approach that enables students to hone their analysis
skills while they actively learn the fundamental concepts of american history by weaving sources into the story and
culminating in multidocument projects around a single topic at the end of each chapter the book brings history to
life while helping students understand how sources form the basis of historical narratives and how to think critically
about them
Exploring American Histories, Volume 1, Value Edition 2016-09-02 exploring american histories opens an
entirely new window into the many histories of the nation s past it integrates an unprecedented number of primary
sources both written and visual in a unique building blocks approach that enables students to hone their analysis
skills while they actively learn the fundamental concepts of american history by weaving sources into the story and
culminating in multidocument projects around a single topic at the end of each chapter the book brings history to
life while helping students understand how sources form the basis of historical narratives and how to think critically
about them
Exploring American Histories, Value Edition, Combined Volume 2021-09-17 exploring american histories opens an
entirely new window into the many histories of the nation s past it integrates an unprecedented number of primary
sources both written and visual in a unique building blocks approach that enables students to hone their analysis
skills while they actively learn the fundamental concepts of american history by weaving sources into the story and
culminating in multidocument projects around a single topic at the end of each chapter the book brings history to
life while helping students understand how sources form the basis of historical narratives and how to think critically
about them the possibilities for active learning and assessment expand with the launchpad e book and course
space which adds a wealth of time saving teaching and learning tools at instructors fingertips launchpad comes
with learningcurve an adaptive and automatically graded learning tool that students love to use and that when
assigned ensures students come to class prepared easy to integrate into your campus lms and featuring additional
primary sources summative quizzing videos new autograded source based questions and new autograded exercises
that guide students to use sources to build an argument launchpad provides an easy and fun way to help students
learn about american history while helping them make progress toward learning outcomes
Exploring American Histories, Combined Volume 2016-09-07 exploring american histories volume 2 value
edition brings to life the diverse histories found in the united states complete with maps and engaging visuals
Exploring American Histories, Value Edition, Combined Volume 2016-09-09 exploring american histories
offers an entirely new approach to teaching the u s survey that puts investigating sources and thinking about the
many stories of american history right at the center of your course the distinctive format integrates primary
documents and a brief narrative into one cost effective and easy to use volume available in a number of affordable
print and digital options the text is also integrated with learningcurve online quizzing that adapts to what your
students need to learn and helps them come to class prepared
Exploring American Histories, Volume 2, Value Edition 2016-09-09 exploring american histories value edition
presents nancy hewitt and steven lawson s new u s history narrative in a two color trade format with selected maps
and images from the full length text the authors explore a variety of racial ethnic and socioeconomic perspectives
and recognize the political social and economic contributions of both men and women in their narrative with both
the integrated media which includes online document projects and learningcurve an online adaptive learning tool
and the complete supplements package from the full length text the value edition offers everything cost conscious
instructors and students need for their u s history course
Exploring American Histories + Thinking Through Sources for Exploring American Histories, Vol. 1 +
Thinking Through Sources for Exploring American Histories 2018-12-27 exploring american histories guides
you through the nation s history giving voice to an extraordinary variety of americans while teaching you to work
with historical documents in the same way as professional historians this value edition is the lowest priced print
version of the text
Exploring American Histories, Volume 2 2021-09-03 an inclusive and landmark history emphasizing how essential
asian american experiences are to any understanding of us history original and expansive asian american histories
of the united states is a nearly 200 year history of asian migration labor and community formation in the us
reckoning with the onset of the covid 19 pandemic and the surge in anti asian hate and violence award winning
historian catherine ceniza choy presents an urgent social history of the fastest growing group of americans the book
features the lived experiences and diverse voices of immigrants refugees us born asian americans multiracial
americans and workers from industries spanning agriculture to healthcare despite significant asian american
breakthroughs in american politics arts and popular culture in the twenty first century a profound lack of



understanding of asian american history permeates american culture choy traces how anti asian violence and its
intersection with misogyny and other forms of hatred the erasure of asian american experiences and contributions
and asian american resistance to what has been omitted are prominent themes in asian american history this
ambitious book is fundamental to understanding the american experience and its existential crises of the early
twenty first century
Exploring American Histories, Volume 1 2021-09-03 perfect for individuals who want to use the internet as they
explore american history this is a web book hybrid that uses the power of the internet to engage readers interested
in the history of the united states to 1877 the book presents a clear streamlined narrative of the social political
economic and cultural history of the united states to 1877 enabling the reader to appreciate the variety and
diversity of the american experience the website that corresponds to the book includes images maps audio clips
primary source documents and more for anyone interested in exploring american history to 1877 with the help of
the internet
Exploring American Histories 2019 this provocative analysis of american historiography argues that when scholars
use modern racial language to articulate past histories of race and society they collapse different historical signs of
skin color into a transhistorical and essentialist notion of race that implicates their work in the very racial categories
they seek to transcend
Exploring American Histories: A Brief Survey with Sources, Volume 1 2012-12-21 exploring american
histories guides you through the nation s history giving voice to an extraordinary variety of americans while
teaching you to work with historical documents in the same way as professional historians
Exploring American Histories + Read + Practice for Exploring American Histories, Value Edition, Six Months Access
2019-02-28 in one eloquent essay after another some of the wisest historians of our time write american history in
a grand cosmopolitan context from the era of discovery to the present histories that we thought we knew of labor of
race relations of politics of gender relations of diplomacy of ethnicity are more richly understood when causes and
consequences are traced throughout the globe one emerges invigorated ready to welcome a new american history
for a new international century linda k kerber author of no constitutional right to be ladies women and the
obligations of citizenship rethinking american history in a global age is an extremely stimulating and thought
provoking collection of essays written by leading historians who offer wider contexts for illuminating the traditional
themes and issues of american national history particularly impressive is the book s combination of caution and
original sometimes daring insights david brion davis author of in the image of god religion moral values and our
heritage of slavery for decades american historians have been urging one another to place our culture in
comparative or transnational perspective thomas bender s unique volume includes not only essays theorizing such
efforts and essays exemplifying such work at its most successful and its most provocative it also provides more
skeptical assessments questioning whether american historians can meet the challenge of overcoming our
longstanding national preoccupations rethinking american history in a global age is an indispensable book that will
shape the work of a rising generation of historians whose horizons will extend beyond our own shores james t
kloppenberg author of the virtues of liberalism
Exploring American Histories, Value Edition, Volume 1 2021-09-17 there are so many books on so many
aspects of the history of the united states offering such a wide variety of interpretations that students teachers
scholars and librarians often need help and advice on how to find what they want the reader s guide to american
history is designed to meet that need by adopting a new and constructive approach to the appreciation of this rich
historiography each of the 600 entries on topics in political social and economic history describes and evaluates
some 6 to 12 books on the topic providing guidance to the reader on everything from broad surveys and
interpretive works to specialized monographs the entries are devoted to events and individuals as well as broader
themes and are written by a team of well over 200 contributors all scholars of american history
Loose-Leaf Version for Exploring American Histories 3e, Value Edition, Volume 2 & Launchpad for
Exploring American Histories 3e (Six-Months Access) 2019-02-15 originally released in 1990 the new
american historyedited for the american historical association by eric foner has become an indispensable volume
for teachers and students in essays that chart the shifts in interpretation within their fields some of our most
prominent american historians survey the key works and themes in the scholarship of the last three decades along
with substantially revised essays from the first edition this volume presents three entirely new ones on intellectual
history the history of the west and the histories of the family and sexuality the second edition of the new american
historyreflects in foner s words the continuing vitality and creativity of the study of the past how traditional fields
are being expanded and redefined even as new ones are created author note eric foner is dewitt clinton professor
of history at columbia university he is the author of numerous books including reconstruction 1863 1877which was
awarded the bancroft prize
Loose-Leaf Version for Exploring American Histories 3e, Value Edition, Volume 1 & Thinking Through Sources for
Exploring American Histories 3e, Volume 2018-12-27 exploring american histories guides you through the nation s
history giving voice to an extraordinary variety of americans while teaching you to work with historical documents



in the same way as professional historians this value edition is the lowest priced print version of the text
Exploring American Histories, Value Edition, Combined Volume 2014-01-03 unlike some other reproductions of
classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced
typos 2 in books where there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the
quality of these images so they represent accurately the original artefact although occasionally there may be
certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy
Exploring American Histories + Read + Practice for Exploring American Histories, Value Edition, Six Months Access
2019-02-28 throughout history creative writers have often tackled topical subjects as a means to engage and
influence public discourse american authors those born in the states and those who became naturalized citizens
have consistently found ways to be critical of the more painful pieces of the country s past yet have done so with
the patriotic purpose of strengthening the nation s community and future in history and hope in american literature
models of critical patriotism ben railton argues that it is only through an in depth engagement with history
especially its darkest and most agonizing elements that one can come to a genuine form of patriotism that employs
constructive criticism as a tool for civic engagement the author argues that it is through such critical patriotism that
one can imagine and move toward a hopeful shared future for all americans railton highlights twelve works of
american literature that focus on troubling periods in american history including john steinbeck s the grapes of
wrath david bradley s the chaneysville incident louise erdrich s love medicine tony kushner s angels in america
junot díaz s the brief wondrous life of oscar wao and dave eggers s what is the what from african and native
american histories to the depression and the aids epidemic caribbean and rwandan refugees and immigrants to
global climate change these works help readers confront understand and transcend the most sorrowful histories
and issues in so doing the authors of these books offer hard won hope that can help point people in the direction of
a more perfect union history and hope in american literature will be of interest to students and practitioners of
american literature and history
Exploring American Histories, Value Edition, Volume 2 2021-10-22 after emerging from the tumult of social
movements of the 1960s and 1970s the field of asian american studies has enjoyed rapid and extraordinary growth
nonetheless many aspects of asian american history still remain open to debate the oxford handbook of asian
american history offers the first comprehensive commentary on the state of the field simultaneously assessing
where asian american studies came from and what the future holds in this volume thirty leading scholars offer
original essays on a wide range of topics the chapters trace asian american history from the beginning of the
migration flows toward the pacific islands and the american continent to japanese american incarceration and asian
american participation in world war ii from the experience of exclusion violence and racism to the social and
political activism of the late twentieth century the authors explore many of the key aspects of the asian american
experience including politics economy intellectual life the arts education religion labor gender family urban
development and legal history the oxford handbook of asian american history demonstrates how the roots of asian
american history are linked to visions of a nation marked by justice and equity and to a deep effort to participate in
a global project aimed at liberation the contributors to this volume attest to the ongoing importance of these ideals
showing how the mass politics creative expressions and the imagination that emerged during the 1960s are still
relevant today it is an unprecedentedly detailed portrait of asian americans and how they have helped change the
face of the united states
Asian American Histories of the United States 2022-08-02 this comprehensive resource is an invaluable
teaching aid for adding a global dimension to students understanding of american history it includes a wide range
of materials from scholarly articles and reports to original syllabi and ready to use lesson plans to guide teachers in
enlarging the frame of introductory american history courses to an international view the contributors include well
known american history scholars as well as gifted classroom teachers and the book s emphasis on immigration race
and gender points to ways for teachers to integrate international and multicultural education america in the world
and the world in america in their courses the book also includes a views from abroad section that examines
problems and strategies for teaching american history to foreign audiences or recent immigrants a comprehensive
annotated guide directs teachers to additional print and online resources
America Past and Present 2004-03 covering the most significant moments in the history of america from prehistory
right up to the present day this fascinating and informative guide offers a comprehensive insight into the events
and people who have shaped the united states
The American Past 2003-07 the birth of a nation and her life today read free with kindle unlimited act now before it
s gone from humble beginnings to the united states we know today the story of any nation tends to be long and
typically full of growing pains that present as conflicts or wars the formation of what we know today as the united
states of america was no different from her humble beginnings as a series of colonies to the world power that she is
today america is not without her controversies while it seems impossible to include the history of an entire nation in
one book there is no doubt that certain events are pivotal enough to include as key event of america s history while
this is not a complete history the important ideas are met with thoughtful analysis examining not only the event but



the circumstances surrounding the event in a way that even the most novice historian can understand in the
colorful history of the united states there are examples of honor of rebellion and of mistakes the best way to honor
and learn from that history is to learn about that history through this book you can do just that here s just a few
things you ll learn about the anarchy that may have sparked a revolution the real deal on slavery and freedom what
happened when the market crashed events that will shape the history books of the next generation american
history will take you through a side of history that some novice historians may be unaware of and put you in a front
row seat to the formation of our nation download now scroll up to buy with one click
The Columbian Covenant: Race and the Writing of American History 2014-12-18 excerpt from the leading facts of
american history the author has had three chief objects in view accuracy of statement simplicity of style impartiality
of treatment about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find
more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state
of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections
that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
Exploring American Histories, Volume Two 2021-09-14 harcourt s newest entry into the introductory american
history marketplace american passages follows a thoroughly chronological sequence with each chapter devoted to
particular years thus the course of events carefully follows the contours of sequence event and connection
emphasizing the most significant events and changes of the period weaving politics economics and culture into an
interrelated pattern the readers attention is focused on the twists and turns of history to the way various facets of
history interacted and connected this organization not only makes for a good story it makes sense it makes clear to
the reader the most critical context of history time this title is appropriate as a main textbook for the two semester
or three quarter sequence introductory american history course taught at both two and four year schools
Rethinking American History in a Global Age 2002-05-14 american history to 1877 covers all the major themes
historical figures major dates and events from your introductory american history courses topics covered include
pre columbian america to the post civil war reconstruction era
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